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proached. or under certain other conditions, is explained as an instinctive
simulation of death or dying and accorded selective value.

Messrs. Young and Cole record some interesting observations in
the methods of nest-building in the brook-lamprey which seem to in-
dicate a high degree of variability in the instincts involved, and which
are, therefore, of some interest as data for a genetic theory of instinct.

A like variability on the part of certain birds (notably the robin,
cedar waxwing and red-eyed vireo) in respect of their partial habit of
swallowing the excrement of their young by way of cleaning the nest,
is noted by Mr. Herrick, who suggests that it may serve as food for
the parent, since digestion in the young is an imperfect process.
Other precautions on the part of the adult bird are mentioned as defi-
nite and invariable instincts.

The late Professor Norman's preliminary notes on the habits of
Typhlomolge rathbuni, posthumously published by Dr. C. H. Eigen-
mann, contain some observations on the sense powers of this species.
The individuals tested showed no reaction against light. The sense
of touch seemed highly developed, but could not be experimentally
localized. There was no evidence of a sense of smell. The paper is
a mere fragment.

Mr. Lucas, ' after a careful study of the behavior of the seal in
the field' has been impressed with the absence of intelligence in this
animal, which he regards as conspicuous for the blind stability of its
instincts. " As it has done in the past so it will do in the future. Its
habits, being formed by the slow process of natural selection, can
change but slowly, hence the fur seal is not likely to alter its habits,
or to adapt itself to changes in surrounding conditions. It mav be
exterminated, but it will not leave its breeding grounds, and the last
seal will come calmly on shore to be knocked in the head." Which
would seem of more moment to economics than to psychology.
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FEELING.

Die Gemiithsbeivegungen und Hire Bcherrschung. C. M. GIES-

SLER. Leipzig, Barth. 1900. Pp. 68.

The aim of this discussion is practical, to control the emotional
life. The more we avoid intense and exciting emotions, the longer
we shall be able to endure the strains of a life that becomes ever more
complex and strenuous. Before we can take up the practical problem,
however, many theoretical questions must first be discussed, and in
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the first of the six brief chapters various views as to the nature of emo-
tion are mentioned. The author's comments upon these views are al-
most too brief to be called discussions: I. Psychological definitions.
Among these, the first group reduce effective states to other forms of
mental life, as the definitions of Wolff, Hobbes, Kant, Herbart.
The second group represent emotion as an interaction between a men-
tal image (Vorstellung) and a feeling based upon a judgment as to the
beneficial or injurious relations of the thing imaged to the individual.
Here belong the definitions of Wundt and Stumpf. II. Physiological
definitions, reducing emotion to sensations caused by the physiological
changes that follow the perception of the exciting object. Here are
mentioned F6re, James, Lange and Ribot. III . Psycho-physiological
definitions, which, like the genetic definitions of Nalowsky and Alfr.
Lehmann, conceive emotion as a complex of feeling and organic sen-
sations. Emotion is a union of feeling and organic sensations,- the
latter being due partly to the automatic excitation of bodily changes,
which always take place involuntarily, and partly to undirected and
involuntary innervations of voluntary muscles. This view underlies
the further discussion of the author.

Chapter two deals with irritability as the forerunner of emotion.
Irritability and its accompaniment, contractility, together play the
same role in the lower animals that emotion plays in the higher. Af-
fective experience is the first form of experience in the history of the
race, the prostadium for the growth of intellectual processes. In the
child ordinary impressions are in time built into objects, and corre-
sponding to this process in the race is the development of the sense-
organs, i. In the service of self-preservation, irritability is what some
authors have, I believe, agreed to call mimetism—a reaction which
tends to repeat its own stimulus (Baldwin). 2. In the growth of a
sense of the external world, irritability and impulse furnish, respec-
tively, the material and the formal elements, and the development of
these elements runs parallel with the localization of irritability. Dr.
Giessler follows the gradual localization of irritability among the
lower animals into some detail.

Chapter three deals with the general theory of consciousness, in
order to bring out the importance of movement and of motor images
and tendencies in all forms of mentality. Quoting from v. Tschisch,
"Sensations of movement constitute an indispensable element in every
impression, every representation and every abstract idea."

Chapter four contains an analysis of affective states, in which the
author develops the conception of a diremption-threshold. Affective
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states are at first only feeling, but directly we become conscious of
motor excitations which are not regulated by the will. These excita-
tions are followed by a greater concentration upon the object, and for
a time a voluntary control is exercised over the motor and ideo-motor
tendencies. This is the period of tension (Spannung) : it is followed
by the period of discharge (Entladung) : and between the two lies
the diremption-threshold. There is a vital or under-will, a function
of the physiological ego, which is instinctive and serves the ends of
self-preservation and self-advancement, and there is also a cortical or
over-will, which is guided more by reflection and is a function of the
psychological ego. Ordinarily the former is subordinate to the latter,
but in all intense emotions the lower instinctive will tends to pre-
dominate over the 1 effective will, and the moment when this tendency
is realized, when the compensating influence of the will over the
motor and ideo-motor processes ceases to be adequate, is the diremp-
tion-threshold. The locus of this threshold depends, (1) upon the
relative automaticity and excitability of the motor processes, and (2)
upon the relative strength of the apperceptive organ and function.

Chapter five deals with precautionary measures to avoid intense
and exciting emotions by limiting the sphere of automaticity. The
degree of physiological excitability should be kept down, and one
should adopt such a method of life that there will be few if any occa-
sions for the appearance of powerful emotions. Repetition is the
chief source of motor excitability, and one should see to it that the
automatic motor processes involved in emotion are not repeated very
early in life or very often. A consequential habit of acting should be
cultivated and altruistic motives should be held in the foreground. So
conceive thyself inwardly that thou canst always be true to thyself out
wardly.

The sixth and last chapter deals with the positive control of par-
ticular emotions. One should cultivate the ability to assume an apa-
thetic attitude toward the object of an emotion. Where an affect in-
volves organic or other sensuous imagery, it may be controlled by
occupying the attention with other things. Where the affective state
has already reached a high degree of excitement, it can be weakened
or suppressed only by another affect, and indeed only by one resting
upon ideal feeling. Victory can be won by bringing into the field
other categories of worth than those of the moment. Moods may be
modified best by awaking aesthetic emotions; affects, by ethical ideals
with their emotions; but passions can be transformed or suppressed
only by religious emotions. G. A. TAWNEY.
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